Cloud adoption: A good way to give access and have control

Think security first!!!

Micro/OfP 365, Identity Manager, MFA, Biometrics, Leaked Cred Monitoring

Integrate security throughout

So many data platforms, increased data volume in remote world

Independent: MFA

$600B lost to cyber crime each year

GDPR compliance: customer data security

INTEGRATE SECURITY THROUGHOUT

WHO AND WHAT DO WE SUPPORT?

So many tools = struggle

WHO HAS ACCESS AND WHY?

MFA LOGIN

MULTI FACTOR AUTHENTICATION

Leaked Cred Monitoring

Logging monitoring

LEAKED CRED MONITORING

VPNs

Cloud adoption

INCIDENT RESPONSE PLAYBOOK

WHERE IN THE WORLD?

This helps

But consider data sovereignty

LOGGING + MONITORING

WHERE IS YOURS UP TO DATE?

IT IS NICE HAVING TOOLS THAT BLOW THE WHISTLE
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Email scams tweaked daily. Be alert.
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